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h GRAPHICAL PROCESSING UNITS (GPUs) are

widely adopted in all scales of modern computing

platforms to execute compute-intensive, data-parallel

applications efficiently. In the high-performance

computing (HPC) domain, billion-transistor GPUs

are already the norm to accelerate scientific work-

loads [1]. In the mobile computing domain, a pro-

cessor system-on-chip (SoC) typically integrates a

GPU to offload compute-intensive tasks such as

media processing and 3-D rendering. With strong

demands for energy-efficient performance the num-

ber of processing elements on a GPU will continue

to scale up in the foreseeable future.

GPUs are throughput-optimized execution

substrates, which execute a large number of

threads concurrently via time sharing. To keep

processor cores busy in face of long-latency

memory operations, GPUs count on zero-latency

context switching among

warps, where a warp is

the set of threads (typi-

cally 32 threads) that are

scheduled together to exe-

cute the same instruction.

Therefore, GPUs feature a

large register file to hold

the context information of

all active warps scheduled

to each core. For exam-

ple, the aforementioned GK210 GPU uses 7.5 MB

of on-chip SRAM just for register files, which is

larger than any other on-chip memory structures,

such as caches and shared memory.

This multimegabyte SRAM-based register file

already occupies a significant portion of the chip

area. In addition, it is one of the most power-

consuming components per area in GPU due to

high leakage [2]. This overhead makes the register

file a serious scalability bottleneck for future GPUs

as the number of threads continues to increase.

To address this problem eDRAM-based register

files have been recently proposed, which have

higher density and lower leakage [3], [4]. How-

ever, unlike SRAM, eDRAM cells must be periodi-

cally refreshed to retain values. Even worse, with

technology scaling, the cell capacitance will con-

tinue to be scaled down to reduce retention time,

which in turn will increase refresh power [5]. As

the refresh power is the major source of power

consumption, it is an important design goal to

minimize it when architecting an eDRAM-based

register file. To this end, several refresh strategies

have been proposed, which exploit register access
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patterns of an instruction stream [3] and the live-

ness of register variables [4], for example.

However, these refresh strategies aim to provide

100% reliability of stored data and do not exploit

opportunities for further energy savings for those

applications that do not require perfect correct-

ness. For example, floating-point values are ap-

proximate by nature due to limited precision, for

which the notion of perfect correctness is irrele-

vant. Also, many video applications can tolerate a

small number of bit errors without degrading user

experience. Thus, we can exploit precision-power

tradeoffs to minimize refresh power by controlling

refresh rates, while still providing good enough

output quality.

This paper introduces an eDRAM-based approx-

imate register file for GPUs. The proposed register

file dynamically selects the refresh rate for each

32-element register entry based on the property of

the value it holds, either precise or approximate. If

the register entry holds precise values, it will be

refreshed at the nominal rate; otherwise, at a lower

rate. To ensure acceptable output quality, the high-

er order bits of an approximate value are still re-

freshed at the nominal rate as they have greater

impact on the output quality than the lower order

bits. The GPU pipeline is extended to automa-

tically identify floating-point values, which are the

primary target of approximation in this paper, by

tracking the register operands of every floating-

point instruction. This obviates the needs for user

intervention or compiler support to mark

approximate values. Evaluated with 22 programs

taken from Polybench [6], Rodinia [7], and Parboil

[8] benchmark suites, the proposed register file

saves refresh power by 22% and 16% over a precise

eDRAM-based register file at the 11-nm technology

node with a root mean square error (RMSE) of

0.000045% and 0.005%, for double- and single-

precision floating-point data, respectively, while

increasing the transistor count of the eDRAM

cell array by only 0.67%.

Background and motivation

Baseline GPU architecture
Figure 1 shows the baseline GPU architecture

based on NVIDIAs Fermi architecture. The GPU

has multiple streaming multiprocessors (SMs),

each of which has 32 streaming processors (SPs).

The warp scheduler selects two active warps that

are ready to execute the next instruction. Since

SPs internally run at 2� faster clock rate than the

primary GPU clock, the warp scheduler can issue

two instructions (one for each warp) every cycle.

In other words, the GPU pipeline switches contexts

(warps) every cycle. This frequent context switch-

ing mandates the GPU to retain the contexts of all

active warps in an on-chip register file, instead of

spilling into off-chip memory, to minimize context

switching overhead. The total register file size

amounts to 2 MB for Fermi and 7.5 MB for Kepler

[1]. This is much larger than the last-level cache

shared by all SMs, whose size is 768 KB for Fermi.

Figure 1. Baseline GPU architecture based on NVIDIA Fermi GPU.
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The register file size will continue to increase as

both the number of SMs and the number of SPs

per SM scale up over generations.

Fermi features the operand collector architec-

ture, which emulates a multiported register file

with a dual-ported multibanked SRAM (or eDRAM)

array for area and power efficiency. If there is no

bank conflict, it can provide one register entry ev-

ery cycle, which a vector of 32 32-b registers shar-

ing the same name (e.g., R15), to be used by the

32 threads of a warp. Note that the same register

file is used by both integer and floating-point

values. Our baseline eDRAM-based register file al-

locates one register entry (32 words) to an eDRAM

row, which is read by a single row access and for-

warded to the GPU pipeline.

eDRAM-based register files
An eDRAM cell uses much fewer transistors

than an SRAM cell, which typically comprises

six or more transistors, to provide higher density

and lower leakage. However, like commodity

DRAM, eDRAM cells also require periodic refreshes

to retain stored bit values. Since the capacitance of

an eDRAM cell is much smaller than a commodity

DRAM cell, eDRAM requires much higher refresh

rate. This results in higher power consumption and

blocking time due to refresh operations, which are

the main drawback of eDRAM. Even worse, this

problem will be exacerbated with technology scal-

ing. Hence, minimizing the refresh overhead is the

primary challenge in architecting a large eDRAM-

based register file for GPUs [3], [4].

While existing refresh-reduction techniques for

both eDRAM [3], [4] and commodity DRAM [9],

[10] can save a significant fraction of refresh

power, additional savings can be achieved for

applications that do not require perfect correct-

ness. As many GPU workloads use floating-point

data, ample opportunities for such savings exist be-

cause floating-point values are intrinsically approxi-

mate. For example, Figure 2 shows the portion of

register usage by floating-point values with 15 Poly-

bench programs [6], demonstrating up to 45%

(3DCONV) and 72% (2DCONV) of registers can

hold floating-point values for single- and double-

precision cases, respectively. This work is the first

to apply an approximation technique for energy

savings to eDRAM-based register files on GPU. Un-

like existing proposals for approximate memory

components, such as Flikker (for commodity

DRAM) [10] and Truffle (for SRAM-based register

files and caches on CPU) [11], the proposed regis-

ter file manages data criticality at a finer (sub-

word) granularity to minimize error rate, while not

requiring either user intervention or compiler sup-

port for identifying approximate data to incur no

changes to the software stack.

eDRAM-based approximate
register file

Register file organization
Figure 3 shows the bank structure of the pro-

posed approximate register file. The eDRAM cell

array is divided into two segments: critical and

noncritical segments. The critical segment, which

stores the upper half words of registers (i.e., bit

numbers 31 through 16), is refreshed at the nomi-

nal rate to ensure reliable operation. The noncriti-

cal segment, which stores the lower half words of

registers (i.e., bit numbers 15 through 0), is re-

freshed at a lower rate to save refresh power. To

Figure 2. Portion of registers used to hold floating-point values for Polybench.
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realize this, an eDRAM bank is augmented with

the following hardware components.

1) Flag register: Each row has a one-bit flag regis-

ter indicating whether the register entry (a vec-

tor of 32 words) associated with the row holds

precise values (1) or approximate ones (0).

Assuming a 128-kB register file per SM (with

16 8-kB banks), the flag registers will cost

128 B per SM.

2) M -bit counter: Each bank has an M -bit counter

to control the refresh period for approximate

register entries. It is incremented by one at

every nominal refresh period (denoted by T0).
Then, the refresh period of the noncritical seg-

ment will be set to 2M � T0.
3) Segmentation logic: Each word line is seg-

mented by a two-input AND gate and a three-

input OR gate as shown in Figure 3b. The two

subword lines for each row must be con-

nected if either of the following conditions

holds: a) regular read/write operation is being

performed (shown by Refresh signal); b) the

register entry is holding precise values; and

c) the register entry is holding approximate

values and the refresh period for the

noncritical section has lapsed since the last

refresh (i.e., M -bit counter becomes zero).

4) Wire shuffler: This block is placed right above

the column decoder as shown in Figure 3c.

When a register entry is written, the wire shuf-

fler sorts incoming data bits by their criticality

to cluster upper half words into the critical sec-

tion and lower half words into the noncritical

section. It restores the original bit ordering

when the register entry is read out. This block

is nothing but shuffled wires with relatively low

wiring overhead.

Tracking approximate values
For the approximate register file to operate prop-

erly, approximate values must be identified and

marked by the one-bit flag for the register entry that

holds them. This flag bit can be set manually by

the user, possibly with compiler/OS support, or

automatically by hardware. This work adopts the

latter by extending the GPU pipeline to identify

floating-point values on the fly (which are approxi-

mate). Unlike CPUs, there is no separate floating-

point register file for GPUs, and one cannot tell

whether the stored values are floating point just by

inspecting register IDs.

Instead, the GPU pipeline infers approximate

data by tracking register entries that are read or

written by floating-point instructions. The native

Fermi Instruction Set defines 16 floating-point in-

structions, such as FADD (single-precision add),

FMUL (single-precision multiply), FMNMX (single-

precision minimum/maximum), DADD (double-

precision add), etc. The source and destination

registers for those instructions are inferred to be

floating point (approximate) and their one-bit flags

are updated when retiring them. The rest of the in-

structions updates the one-bit flag of the destina-

tion register entry to be precise but preserves the

flags of the source registers.

Refresh strategies
The proposed register file saves refresh power

by lowering the refresh rate for the less critical bits

of an approximate value. It is our design decision

to refresh the critical section at the nominal rate as

the upper half word of a floating-point number

contains a sign bit and exponent bits whose pre-

cision is critical to maintain acceptable output

quality. However, it is feasible to extend the

Figure 3. Proposed register file structure. (a) Single
bank. (b) Segmenation logic. (c) Wire shuffler.
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proposed register file to support more than two

segments (even with nonuniform widths) and/or

refresh periods. Our evaluation shows that re-

freshes are still necessary to maintain a reasonable

error bound. The worst case analysis with the non-

critical section is discussed in a later section.

Evaluation

Evaluation Methodology
GPGPU-Sim [12] is used to model the proposed

register file based on NVIDIAs GTX 480. Simulation

parameters are tabulated in Table 1. We enable the

PTX-plus simulation mode, which emulates precise

register allocation using NVIDIA CUDA compiler,

for simulation accuracy and approximate value

tracking. We use all 15 programs from Polybench-

GPU benchmark suite [6]. Seven programs that

use at least 20% of total registers to hold floating-

point values are also taken from Rodinia [7] and

Parboil [8] benchmark suites. Note that, while the

current implementation only targets floating-point

data for approximation, there is no fundamental

limitation on extending the ISA to accommodate

user-identified, non-floating-point approximate data

for greater energy savings.

1) Error injection methodology: We use the

eDRAM bit error model by Cho et al. [5]. Using

their model, we obtain the bit error rate for a

given refresh period. We assume that bit errors

are randomly distributed over the entire regis-

ter file. At every nominal refresh period ðT0Þ ,
we randomly select the same number of bits as

the expected bit errors, and zero them. Note

that a bit error occurs in a discharging direc-

tion onlyVfrom one to zeroVbut not in the

opposite direction.

2) Power and retention time model: We adopt the

power and retention time model of an eDRAM-

based register file by Jing et al. [3] with 3T1D

eDRAM cells as summarized in Table 1. Figure 4

shows the results of a sensitivity study with vary-

ing the value of M . With a constraint of main-

taining the maximum RMSE to be less than 1%

at 11-nm technology, the optimal value of M is 3,

which sets the refresh period of the noncritical

section to be 8T0 . The nominal refresh period

ðT0Þ is set identically to the cell retention time,

which translates to 2048, 1024, and 512 cycles at

the 22-, 16-, and 11-nm technology nodes, re-

spectively. We assume no error occurs if cells

are refreshed every T0 cycles (or shorter).

Results

Output quality. To assess the impact of approxi-

mation on output quality, we use an application-

specific output metric for each program as

summarized in Table 2. For Polybench programs,

which implement linear algebra kernels, we mea-

sure the RMSE of the program output against the

original output with no approximation at the 11-nm

technology node. The error rate generally de-

creases as we increase feature size or switch to

double precision. For Rodinia programs, we select

the output metric based on the descriptions of each

program. For Parboil, we use a pass/fail output

leveraging the Python script for output testing, in-

cluded in the original distribution. We run the simu-

lation at least three times and take the one with the

highest error rate. The mean of RMSE over the 22 pro-

grams is very smallVonly 0.005% (and 0.000045%

for double precision).

The worst case output quality degradation is

also estimated by not refreshing the lower half

word of approximate values and assuming a bit er-

ror rate of one (i.e., approximate bits are always

flipped). The RMSE in this case is 29% while saving

refresh energy only by additional 2%. Therefore,

our refreshing scheme provides a nice balance in

power-precision tradeoffs.

Table 1 Simulation parameters.
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Energy savings. Figure 5a shows refresh energy

consumption of the proposed register file nor-

malized to the precise eDRAM-based register file. It

reduces refresh energy by about 16% and 22% for

single- and double-precision programs, respectively.

The refresh energy savings are closely correlated

with the floating-point register usage shown in

Figure 2. Note that the refresh energy savings are in-

dependent of feature size as the numbers are nor-

malized to the baseline eDRAM register file, hence

only the total number of refreshes counts but not

the energy consumption per refresh.

We also evaluate the total energy savings by tak-

ing into account refresh, dynamic, and leakage en-

ergy. Though the normalized refresh energy savings

are preserved across technology nodes, the total

energy savings actually increase as we scale down,

because the relative portion of the refresh energy

increases due to shorter retention time. Figure 5b

shows total energy consumption normalized to the

precise register file at the 22-, 16-, and 11-nm technol-

ogies, respectively. For single-precision programs, the

total energy savings are 3% and 4% on average at the

22-nm technology node, and 6% and 8% (with maxi-

mum savings of 12%) at the 11-nm node for single-

and double-precision cases, respectively.

The proposed technique is complementary to

and can augment existing, non-approximation-

based techniques to save refresh energy for both

commodity DRAM and emerging eDRAM. To dem-

onstrate this, we apply our technique to an

Figure 4. Sensitivity study with varying value of M (the width of the per-bank refresh counter)
from 1 through 4.

Table 2 Output error rate for single-precision case at 11-nm node.
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Figure 5. Energy consumption for all programs. (a) Refresh energy consumption normalized to
precise eDRAM-based register file. (b) Total register file energy consumption normalized to precise
eDRAM-based register file.

Figure 6. Additional energy savings achieved by our technique on optimized baseline register file
capable of power gating.
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optimized baseline with power-gating unallocated

registers to achieve up to 7.2% of total energy sav-

ings in Figure 6.

Hardware cost. As a rough estimate of the hard-

ware cost, we count the number of transistors

added to the baseline. The proposed register file

requires a flag register (6T), a two-input AND gate

(6T), and a three-input OR gate (8T) for each row. It

also uses a 3-b counter (36T) for each bank.

Assuming 3T1D eDRAM cells, the approximate reg-

ister file will increase the transistor count of an

eDRAM bank by only 0.67%. This estimation is con-

servative as we do not count either the diodes in

the cell array or transistors for peripheral blocks.

THIS PAPER MAKES a case for eDRAM-based ap-

proximate register files for GPUs. Many GPU work-

loads process floating-point values, which make a

good target for approximation. The proposed

approximate register file demonstrates significant

energy savings without incurring any change to the

software stack. By applying nonuniform refresh

rates at a subword granularity, we ensure accept-

able output quality. For 22 floating-point programs,

the proposed register file saves refresh energy by

up to 32% with geomean savings of 22% and 16%

for double- and single-precision cases, respectively.

In the future, we plan to investigate an ISA exten-

sion to expose control of flag bits to software, and

quantify additional energy benefits coming from

application-specific software optimizations, includ-

ing compiler- and programmer-assisted approxima-

tion and hardware-guided feedback techniques. h
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